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Semi-Supervised Learning (SSL) aims to improve the performance of models trained with a
small set of labeled data and a large collection of unlabeled data. Learning multi-view representations from di®erent perspectives of data has proved to be very e®ectively for improving
generalization performance. However, existing semi-supervised multi-view learning methods
tend to ignore the speci¯c di±culty of di®erent unlabeled examples, such as the outliers and
noise, leading to error-prone classi¯cation. To address this problem, this paper proposes Robust
Transductive Support Vector Machine (RTSVM) that introduces the margin distribution into
TSVM, which is robust to the outliers and noise. Speci¯cally, the ¯rst-order (margin mean) and
second-order statistics (margin variance) are regularized into TSVM, which try to achieve
strong generalization performance. Then, we impose a global similarity constraint between
distinct RTSVMs each trained from one view of the data. Moreover, our algorithm runs with
fast convergence by using concave–convex procedure. Finally, we validate our proposed
method on a variety of multi-view datasets, and the experimental results demonstrate that our
proposed algorithm is e®ective. By exploring large amount of unlabeled examples and being
robust to the outliers and noise among di®erent views, the generalization performance of our
method show the superiority to single-view learning and other semi-supervised multi-view
learning methods.
Keywords: Semi-supervised learning; multi-view learning; transductive support vector
machines; margin distribution; classi¯cation.
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1. Introduction
In recent years, it is quite easy to get a large number of unlabeled data in many
practical tasks. However, labeled ones are fairly expensive because they require
human e®ort. For example, large-scale data (e.g., text, image and video) are
uploaded in social networks (i.e., Facebook, Twitter and Weibo), where large
amount of data are unlabeled. Therefore, Semi-Supervised Learning (SSL),1,2 which
aims to use both labeled (particularly few) and unlabeled examples to improve model
performance. A large number of SSL methods jointly optimize two training objective
functions: the supervised loss over labeled data and the unsupervised loss over both
labeled and unlabeled data such as graph-based SSL algorithms.3,4 SSL propagates
their limited label information to unlabeled examples and it mainly follows the
clustering or manifold assumption. Clustering assumption methods5,6 assume that
the examples of di®erent classes are from several well-separated clusters, and the
decision boundary falls into the low density area in the feature space. Most manifoldbased methods2,7 assume that there is a low-dimensional manifold structure embedded in the data space. SSL algorithms have been successfully applied to the ¯elds
of natural language process, multimedia and real-time systems.8,9
Training data could be represented with multiple views. For example, social
media information could be described as text, visual and audio views. Conventional
machine learning algorithms, such as support vector machines (SVMs), TSVMs,
logistic regression and kernel machines, concatenate all multiple views into one single
view to adapt into the learning setting. However, this concatenation usually causes
over-¯tting in the case of a small size training examples and is not physically
meaningful because each view has a special statistical property.10 Alternatively,
multi-view learning methods exploit multiple representations of data from di®erent
perspectives to improve performance. Co-training11 and Canonical Correlation
Analysis (CCA)12 are two representative techniques in early studies of multi-view
learning. The main idea of Co-training is that it trains two classi¯ers separately on
two su±cient and redundant views. In addition, Bickel et al.13 and Kumar et al.14
advanced Co-training for data clustering and designed e®ective algorithms for multiview data. CCA tries to learn the projections from two-views via maximizing the
correlation between them. Besides, many other CCA-based approaches15–17 have
been proposed. Moreover, Multiple Kernel Learning (MKL)18,19 has been widely
applied into multi-view data because kernels in MKL naturally correspond to different views. However, these methods tend to ignore the speci¯c di±culty of
di®erent unlabeled examples, such as the outliers and noise, leading to error-prone
classi¯cation.
In this paper, we try to address the speci¯c di±culty of di®erent unlabeled
examples. TSVMs20–23 are typical SSL approaches and they assume the unlabeled
examples as the data to be measured. The basic idea is to determine the margin
classi¯cation boundary in all the training and testing sets. Compared with the
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inductive method, TSVM has achieved good performance, especially for few labeled
training sets. Inspired by recent theoretical results24: they proved that the margin
distribution is more vital to better generalization performance of AdaBoost, rather
than maximizing the margin. Later, Zhang and Zhou25 found that the margin distribution also, played a key role in generalization performance of SVM. There are
several research works like Gary and Roth26 and Pelckmans et al.27 who introduced
margin distribution into SVM and proposed the margin distribution optimization algorithms. Consequently, Aiolli et al.28 proposed a kernel method for optimizing the margin distribution. In our method, we introduce the margin distribution
into TSVM, which is more robust to outliers and noise (RTSVM). To be speci¯c, the
¯rst-order (margin mean) and second-order statistics (margin variance) are regularized into TSVM, which try to achieve strong generalization performance by
maximizing the margin mean and minimizing the margin variance simultaneously.
Then, we incorporate it into multi-view setting, which impose a global constraint
that requires each RTSVM which assigns the same class label to each labeled and
unlabeled data.
Motivation. Data from di®erent perspectives could be collected in some applications, such as social networks and multi-source heterogeneous data. However, large
amount of these data are unlabeled. Besides, there always exists the outliers and
noise in these datasets. Most of the existing semi-supervised multi-view learning
methods tend to ignore the di±culty of di®erent unlabeled examples, such as outliers
and noise, leading to error-prone classi¯cation. The classi¯ers trained from views
that they always retain a maximum consensus on their predictions. By enforcing
di®erent classi¯ers trained from di®erent views to agree on both labeled and unlabeled training examples, the structure learned from each view can reinforce one
another. The outputs of two classi¯ers can be used individually and the voting or
weighting scheme can also be applied to combine the classi¯er outputs to make
predictions. The main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
.

We propose Robust Transductive Support Vector Machine (RTSVM) method
that introduce the margin distribution (margin mean and margin variance) into
TSVM, which is robust to the outliers and noise.
. We present a Semi-Supervised Multi-View learning algorithm, which impose
a global similarity constraint between distinct RTSVMs each trained
from one view of the data. The optimization method is e®ective and converges
quickly.
. By exploring large amount of unlabeled examples and being robust to outliers and
noise among di®erent views. The proposed method is competent to the tasks on
multi-view datasets. Compared with other semi-supervised learning methods and
multi-view methods, we achieve some state-of-the-art results.
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The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces some related
works. We give the formulation and convergence of RTSVM method in Sec. 3.
Section 4 extends RTSVM into multi-view learning and gives the speci¯c algorithm.
Extensive experimental results are provided and analyzed in Sec. 5. Finally, Sec. 6
concludes this work with future direction.
2. Related Work
Our work is related to traditional semi-supervised and multi-view learning approaches. Co-training11 is a well-known semi-supervised learning paradigm. When it was
proposed at ¯rst, they recommended that it worked under two-view setting, which
should be su±cient and redundant for each other. For example, the description of a
web page can be represented as words in each page, and also be the words occurring
in hyperlinks to that pages. Later, it extended to co-EM,29 which did not consider the
con¯dence when they labeled the unlabeled examples at each iteration. In contrast to
the co-training setting, which normally uses two classi¯ers, Zhou and Li proposed
Tri-training,30 which extended Co-training to consider using three classi¯ers.
Moreover, several methods were proposed to train classi¯ers on di®erent views based
on so-called co-regularization criterion, which were used to minimize the di®erences
of decision values from the classi¯ers on di®erent views. For example, Sindhwani
et al.31 presented a method which learned a multi-view classi¯er from partially labeled data using a view consensus-based regularization term. Similarly, Collins and
Singer32 proposed a co-boost approach that optimized an objective function by
maximizing the agreement between each classi¯er. In addition, Yu et al.33 proposed a
Bayesian co-training framework which de¯ned a multi-view kernel for semisupervised learning with Gaussian Processes. More recently, Xu et al.34 proposed an
e®ective approach called co-labeling to solve the multi-view weakly labeled
learning problem.
There are several multi-view methods proposed for SSL scenario.35–37 CCA12 is a
typical approach for two views learning, which respectively projects the examples
into a common subspace and maximizes the cross-correlation between two views. To
deal with multiple views scenario, multi-view CCA was proposed to improve the
performance of learning classi¯ers.38 In addition, Kernel CCA (KCCA)15 had been
proved to be an e®ective preprocessing step that improved the performance of
classi¯cation algorithm such as SVM. Then, Farquhar et al.39 proposed a two-stage
learning joint KCCA and SVM named SVM-2K, which gave experimental and
theoretical results on some multi-view datasets. Moreover, Diethe et al.40 extended
Fisher's Discriminant Analysis (FDA) into the latent subspace spanned by multiview data. Since the latent subspace is valuable for inferring another view from the
observation view, Quadrianto and Lampert41 and Zhai et al.42 presented multi-view
metric learning by constructing embedding projections into a shared subspace from
multi-view data. Besides, Sindhwani et al.43,44 proposed a co-regularization approach
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for semi-supervised learning with multiple views, then they constructed a single
RKHS with manifold regularization that led to major empirical improvements on
semi-supervised tasks. In addition, Li et al.45 proposed two-view TSVM, which
achieved good performance when the number of labeled examples was small. Sun46
proposed Laplacian support vector machines for multi-view classi¯cation. However,
some of these methods cannot take good advantage of much unlabeled examples.
Besides, these methods tend to ignore the di±culty of di®erent unlabeled examples,
such as the outliers and noise, leading to error-prone classi¯cation. Di®erent from
them, our proposed method can explore large amount of unlabeled examples and
being robust to outliers and noise among di®erent views.

3. Robust Transductive Support Vector Machine
In this section, we give the formulation of RTSVM. Then, we introduce the ConcaveConvex Procedure (CCCP), which is utilized to solve nonconvex optimization
problem of RTSVM. Finally, we analyze the convergence of RTSVM.
3.1. Formulation
Given dataset S ¼ L [ U, where L ¼ fðx1 ; y1 Þ; . . . ; ðxl ; yl Þg 2 X  Y is the labeled
dataset and U ¼ ðxlþ1 ; xlþ2 ; . . . ; xlþu Þ 2 X is the unlabeled test dataset.
Y ¼ f1; þ1g; Formally, the dataset could be represented as matrix X and y. The
matrix of X could be denoted as ½x 1 ; . . . ; x l , which each of column x i is ½x i1 ; . . . ; x id .
y could be denoted as ½y1 ; . . . ; yl  T . Meanwhile, we de¯ne that Y is a l  l diagonal
matrix, which each of diagonal elements is yi .
According to Refs. 22 and 47, the margin of example ðxi ; yi Þ is de¯ned as
pi ¼ yi w T ðxi Þ

i ¼ 1; . . . ; l:

ð1Þ

 and margin variance 
^ are de¯ned as
Thus, the margin mean 
¼


^¼


l
1X
1
yi w T ðxi Þ ¼ ðXyÞ T w;
l i¼1
l

l X
l
X

ð2Þ

ðyi w T ðxi Þ  yj w T ðxj ÞÞ 2

i¼1 j¼1

¼

2
ðlw T XX T w  w T Xyy T X T wÞ:
l2

ð3Þ

RTSVM extends the margin distribution that is the ¯rst-order and second-order
statistics into TSVM as regularization, which tries to achieve strong generalization
performance by maximizing the margin mean and minimizing the margin variance
1850185-5
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simultaneously. The minimization problem of RTSVM could be denoted as
l
lþu
X
X
1 T
^  2 
þC
w w þ 1 
i þ C 
i
2
i¼1
i¼lþ1

subject to : yi w T ðxi Þ  1  i ;
jw T ðxi Þj  1  i ;

i ¼ 1; . . . ; l
i ¼ l þ 1; . . . ; l þ u;

ð4Þ

where ðxÞ is a feature mapping of x induced by a kernel k, such as,
kðxi ; xj Þ ¼ ðxi Þ T ðxj Þ.22C, C  and » ¼ ½1 ; . . . ; lþu  T are parameters of TSVM.
The 1 and 2 are the parameters for trading-o® the margin variance, margin mean
and model complexity. In order to use CCCP to solve this optimization problem, we
could reformulate the minimization equation as
‘ðwÞ ¼

l
X
1 T
^  2 
þC
w w þ 1 
H1 ðyi w T ðxi ÞÞ
2
i¼1

þ C

lþu
X

H1 ðjw T ðxi ÞjÞ;

ð5Þ

i¼lþ1

where H1 ðÞ ¼ maxð0; 1  Þ is the Hinge loss function.
3.2. The concave–convex procedure for RTSVM
As is revealed in Fig. 1, in order to divide the cost function ‘ðwÞ of RTSVM into the
sum of convex part ‘vex ðwÞ and a concave part ‘cav ðwÞ, we denote the Ramp loss as
the following:
Rs ðzÞ ¼ H1 ðzÞ  Hs ðzÞ:

ð6Þ

The Hs ðzÞ can be formulated as maxð0; s  zÞ, and the Hinge loss H1 ðzÞ is illustrated
as the following:
H1 ðzÞ ¼ maxð0; 1  zÞ ¼ min 

s:t:   0;   1  z:

Thus, Eq. (5) can be simpli¯ed as the following:
‘ svex ðwÞ

@‘ s ðwÞ
 w ¼ ‘ svex ðwÞ þ
þ cav
@w
¼ ‘ svex ðwÞ þ

lX
þ2u

@w T ðxi Þ
yi  i
@w
i¼lþ1
lX
þ2u

ð7Þ

!
w

i yi w  ðxi Þ;

ð8Þ

i¼lþ1

where the notation we introduce is the same as 23
 
@‘ scav ðwÞ
C if yi w T ðxi Þ  s and i  l þ 1;
¼
 i ¼ yi
T
@w ðxi Þ
0
otherwise:
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(a) The Ramp loss Rs(t)

(b) The Convex Hinge loss H1(t)

(c) The Concave loss function Hs(t) ¼ maxð0; s  tÞ
Fig. 1. The illusion of Ramp loss function: (a) can be decomposed into the sum of (b) and (c): The Ramp
loss function Rs ðtÞ ¼ minð1  s; maxð0; 1  tÞÞ ¼ H1 ðtÞ  Hs ðtÞ, where s controls the wideness of clipped
Ramp loss.

Besides, the cost ‘ðw t Þ can be decreased by each iteration
‘vex ðw tþ1 Þ þ ‘ 0cav ðw t Þ  w tþ1  ‘vex ðw t Þ þ ‘ 0cav ðw t Þ  w t ‘cav ðw tþ1 Þ
 ‘cav ðw t Þ þ ‘ 0cav ðw t Þ  ðw tþ1  w t Þ:

ð10Þ

The more convergence details of CCCP can be found in this work.48
4. RTSVM for Multi-View Learning
In this section, we propose a RTSVM for multi-view learning method (RTSVMMV), which jointly exploits unlabeled examples from RTSVMs among multiple views.
Then, we give the optimization method and speci¯c algorithm for our proposed
model. Finally, we analyze the complexity of algorithm. Following Farquhar et al.,39
which proposed a supervised learning algorithm called SVM-2K, combining the idea
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of KCCA with SVM. An SVM can be thought as projecting the feature to a onedimensional (1D) space followed by thresholding, after which SVM-2K forces the
constraint of consensus with two views on this 1D space. Formally, the constraint
can be written as
jf v1 ðx vi 1 Þ  f v2 ðx vi 2 Þj   i þ ;

ð11Þ

where  i is a variable that imposes consensus between the two views, and  is a slack
variable. In multi-view embedding, we conduct the embedding for multiple features
simultaneously while considering the consistency and complement of di®erent views.
By reformulating Eq. (8) as the following quadratic programming problem. The
notation † denotes views v1 and v2 .
‘ðW† Þ ¼

1 T
2

w w þ 21 w T† ðlX† X† T  X† y† y† T X T† Þw†  2 ðX† y† Þ T w†
2 † †
l
l
þ C†

l
X
i¼1

i† þ C †

lX
þ2u

i† þ

i¼lþ1

lX
þ2u

i† yi w T† ðxi† Þ

i¼lþ1

subject to : yi w T† ðxi† Þ  1  i†

i ¼ 1; . . . ; l þ 2u;

i†  0;

i ¼ 1; . . . ; l þ 2u:

ð12Þ

Li et al.45 proposed a two-view TSVM, which was especially useful for both toy and
real-life datasets. However, it decreases the performance when the training data has
some outliers or noise. Here, we consider a simple scenario, two-view RTSVM. In this
setting, when two view representations of one data are available, we maximize
the overall consensus of the predictions while training classi¯ers from each view.
The proposed method is extended by the framework of Farquhar et al.39 however, it
takes good advantage of unlabeled examples, which is very pervasive in social and
real life. This two-view learning achieves a better performance than single view
learning, which is demonstrated in the below experimental results. The objective
problem can be written as
min ‘ðw v1 Þ þ ‘ðW v2 Þ þ 3

w† ;»†

lX
þ2u

i

i¼1

subject to : yi w T† ðxi† Þ  1  i†
jw v1 ðx vi 1 Þ  w v2 ðx vi 2 Þj   i þ 
 i  0;
i†  0;

i ¼ 1; . . . ; l þ 2u;
i ¼ 1; . . . ; l þ 2u;
i ¼ 1; . . . ; l þ 2u;
i ¼ 1; . . . ; l þ 2u;

ð13Þ

where w v1 and w v2 are the weight of the ¯rst and second RTSVM respectively, and
is the weight of hybrid decision function. Thus, the ¯nal decision function is
fðzÞ ¼ f v1 ðz v1 Þ þ ð1  Þf v2 ðz v2 Þ:
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4.1. Optimization and algorithm for RTSVM-MV
As mentioned before, we use CCCP to solve the above optimization problems.
Fortunately, inspired by the Representer Theorem in Schlkopf and Smola,49 the
following Theorem states for Eq. (12) can be spanned by xi ; 1  i  l.
Theorem 1. The optimal solution w for the problem Eq. (12) admits a
representation of the form
w ¼

l
X

i ðxi Þ

¼ X®;

ð15Þ

i¼1

where ® ¼ ½

1; . . . ;

l

T

are the coe±cients.

The proof process can be seen in Appendix A. According to Theorem 1, we have
X T w ¼ X T X ¼ K®;
w T w ¼ ® T X T X® ¼ ® T K®;

ð16Þ

where K ¼ X T X is the kernel matrix. Let K:i denote the ith column of K, then one
view RTSVM can be cast as
l
lX
þ2u
lX
þ2u
X
1
min ® T Q þ q T ® þ C
i þ C 
i þ
i yi ® T K:i ;
; 2
i¼1
i¼lþ1
i¼lþ1

subject to : yi ® T K:i  1  i
i  0;

i ¼ 1; . . . ; l þ 2u;
i ¼ 1; . . . ; l þ 2u

ð17Þ

where Q ¼ 41 ðlK T K  ðKyÞðKyÞ T Þ=l 2 þ K and q ¼ 2 Ky=l. Following
Farquhar et al.,39 which can be seen as the global optimization of two distinct SVMs,
one in each of the two feature spaces. As in our method, then with the usual 1-norm
RTSVM constraints, the objective problem can be written as
min

w v1 =v2 ;» v1 =v2 ;¿

‘ðw v1 Þ þ ‘ðw v2 Þ þ 3

lX
þ2u

i

i¼1
v =v2

subject to : yi ® T K :i1

v =v

 1  i1 2
i  0;

i ¼ 1; . . . ; l þ 2u;
i ¼ 1; . . . ; l þ 2u;

j® T K v:i1  ® T K v:i2 j   i þ  i ¼ 1; . . . ; l þ 2u;
 i  0; i ¼ 1; . . . ; l þ 2u;
lþu
l
X
1
1X
® T K:i ¼
y:
u i¼lþ1
l i¼1 i

ð18Þ

Augmented Lagrangian is a method for solving constrained optimization problems.50
It reformulates a constrained optimization problem into an unconstrained one
by adding Lagrange multipliers and an extra penalty term for each constraint to
the original objective function. We can denote the equality constraints
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Pl
® T K:i ¼ 1l
i¼1 yi as h1 , and rewrite the minimization problem Eq. (18)
into the augmented Lagrangian form as
"
#v
1
l
lX
þ2u
lX
þ2u
X
1 T
T
T

® Q þq ®þC
min
i þ C
i þ
 i yi ® K:i
®;»
2
i¼1
i¼lþ1
i¼lþ1
1
u

P lþu

i¼lþ1

"

l
lX
þ2u
lX
þ2u
X
1 T
® Q þ qT ® þ C
þ
i þ C 
i þ
i yi ® T K:i
2
i¼1
i¼lþ1
i¼lþ1

þ 3

lX
þ2u
i¼1

ð19Þ

u
 i  4 h1 þ jjh1 jj 2
2
v =v2

subject to : yi ® T K :i1
j® T K v:i1



v =v2

i ¼ 1; . . . ; l þ 2u;

i  0;

i ¼ 1; . . . ; l þ 2u;

 1  i1

® T K v:i2 j

# v2

  i þ  i ¼ 1; . . . ; l þ 2u;
 i  0;

i ¼ 1; . . . ; l þ 2u:

Algorithm 1. The proposed RTSVM-MV Algorithm
1: Input: Labeled and unlabeled data of two views
2: Initialize: λ, µ, C, C ∗ , αv1 /v2 , β v1 /v2
3: repeat
4:
Solve the following sub-problem.
5:
repeat
6:
Solve the minimization problem Eq. (19) with fixed λk and µk .
v (t+1)
v (t+1)
7:
Compute fw1
and fw2
with the solution of Eq. (19)
v (t+1)
v1 (t+1)
8:
Compute β
and β v2 (t+1) by Eq. (9) with the value of fw1
and
v2 (t+1)
.
fw
9:
Update the lower and upper bounds of αv1 (t+1) and αv2 (t+1) by solution
of Eq. (17).
10:
until β v1 (t+1) = β v1 (t) and β v2 (t+1) = β v2 (t)
11:
Update the Lagrange multiplier λ by
12:
λk+1 = λk + µk hk
13:
Update the penalty parameter µ by
14:
µk+1 = φµk
15: until ||hk || ≤
16: Return: The decision functions corresponding to two views calculated by
Eqs. (20) and (21).
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As inspired by ,51,52 Eq. (19) can be e±ciently solved by the augmented Lagrangian
method. Thus, two views can be calculated by the following:
!
l
X
v1 v1
v1
v1
T
f ðz Þ ¼ sgnðw ðzÞÞ ¼ sgn
ð20Þ
i k ðxi ; zÞ ;
i¼1

f ðz Þ ¼ sgnðw ðzÞÞ ¼ sgn
v2

v2

T

l
X

!
v2 v2
i k ðxi ; zÞ

:

ð21Þ

i¼1

The hybrid decision function can be rewritten as the following equation from the
above two classi¯ers
fðzÞ ¼ f v1 ðz v1 Þ þ ð1  Þf v2 ðz v2 Þ;
where 0 

ð22Þ

 1. The pseudo-code of RTSVM-MV can be seen in Algorithm 1.

(a) Impact of C.

(b) Impact of C*.

(c) Impact of s.

(d) Impact of di®erent number of labeled examples.

Fig. 2. Parameters study of our proposed method.
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Fig. 3. Convergence study.

Algorithm 1 summarizes the two-view RTSVM algorithm. The detailed convergence analysis of the Lagrange multiplier iteration, which corresponds to the outer
loop of Algorithm 1 can be found in Ref. 50. Also the convergence of the CCCP
procedure is discussed in Ref. 53. In our experiments, we set the maximum number of
Lagrange multiplier iterations to seven. Because we observe that the algorithm
converges before reaching the maximum number of iterations in most cases.
4.2. Complexity
As empirical study of TSVM,23 one uses l þ 2u variables to solve a series of quadratic
optimization problems. Thus, the space complexity of two view RTSVM is
 nonzero elements, so the
Oððl þ 2uÞ 2 . Here, we assume each data examples xi has d
 When RTSVM-MV uses Gaussian
time complexity os RTSVM-MV is Oððl þ 2uÞdÞ.
2
kernel, then each gij ¼ expð jjxi  xj jj Þ requires OðdÞ computation time. The advantage of our algorithm is that it only needs a small amount of iterations to reach
the minimum when solving optimization problems of RTSVM-MV, which can be
seen the experimental results in Fig. 3.

5. Experimental Study
In this section, we introduce the small and large-scale datasets, which have at least
two views, and give the evaluation metrics. Then, we compare our algorithm with
baselines and a number of related state-of-the-art approaches. Finally, we show the
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empirical results on these datasets, including the e®ect of di®erent number of labeled
examples and parameters study for our method.
5.1. Datasets
We choose WebKB course, a few benchmark and UCIa multi-view datasets for the
task of our proposed method and related state-of-the-art approaches. The WebKB
course dataset has two views (pages view and links view) and contains 1,051
examples, each corresponding to a web page. There are 230 positive examples.
In page view and links view, we use 66 attributes and 5 attributes, respectively. The
Ads dataset has ¯ve views. The task is to predict whether an example, corresponding
to an image on the web, is used for advertisement or not. This dataset contains 983
examples, among which there are 138 positive examples. The UCI Ads dataset has
more than two views. We denote the Ads12 dataset uses the url view and origurl
view, Ads13 use url view and destination-url view, while Ads23 uses origurl view and
destination-url view. In addition, we also choose another two datasets, which contain
news articles collected from the BBC. There are ¯ve topics (business, entertainment,
politics, sports and technology) from the BBC dataset and ¯ve classes (athletics,
cricket, football, rugby and tennis) from BBCSport, where each contains 2,225 and
737 sports news documents, respectively. The details of these datasets are summarized in Tables 1 and 2.
For large-scale multi-view datasets, we adopt the dataset from the NUS-WIDE,b
a popular dataset for cross-modal retrieval, which contains 269,648 images downloaded from Flickr that has been manually annotated, with several tags (2–5 on
Table 1. Summarization of the Datasets (The d1=d2=d3, p and n are the
dimension, positive and negative examples of dataset).
Datasets

view1

view2

view3

d1=d2=d3

p

n

WebKB
Ads

page
image url

link
dest url

—
alt

3000/1840
457/472/111

230
459

821
2820

Table 2. Summarization of the Datasets (The d1=d2; c; l; u and t are the
dimension of two views, numbers of classes, labeled training examples,
unlabeled training examples and test examples, respectively.).
Datasets
BBC
BBCSport

d1

d2

c

l

u

t

4,817
2,306

4,818
2,307

5
5

10
10

1,104
360

1,111
367

a http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets.html.
b http://lms.comp.nus.edu.sg/research/NUS-WIDE.htm.
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average) per image. There are six kinds of global visual features in this collection,
namely color histogram, color auto-correlogram and block-wise color moments,
which are all color-based features. The other features are based on texture technique,
which are edge direction histogram and wavelet texture. In addition, one last set of
visual features are based on the SIFT technique.54 In our experiments, visual features
including 73-dimension edge direction histogram (EDH) and 128-dimension wavelet
texture (WT) are used as well as a new set of features called Decaf which is based on
ca®e.55 In this experiment, we choose 1,000 labeled examples and other training
examples as the unlabeled examples.
5.2. Baselines and evaluation setup
To validate the e®ectiveness of our method, we compare it with baselines and a few
number of related state-of-the-art approaches, which are enumerated as follows:
.

.

.

.

.
.

.

SVM: One of the most in°uential classi¯cation algorithms as the baseline algorithm. For small and large-scale datasets, Linear kernel is employed in our
methods.
SVM-2K: Farquhar et al.39 proposed a two-stage learning joint KCCA and SVM,
which had demonstrated that it can be possible to leverage the correlation between
the two views to improve classi¯cation accuracy.
TSVM: CCCP for Large-Scale TSVMs was proposed by Collobert et al.23. It can
e±ciently solve large-scale datasets that have few labeled examples together with a
large collection of unlabeled examples.
TSVM-2V: Li et al.45 proposed an extension of the existing two-view supervised
learning algorithm into a semi-supervised setting, which is able to take advantage
of unlabeled examples among multiple views.
CoLapSVM: Sindhwani et al.43 proposed a Co-Regularization approach for semisupervised learning with multiple views.
CoMR: Sindhwani and Rosenberg44 constructed a single RKHS with manifold
regularization that led to major empirical improvements on semi-supervised
tasks.
MvLapSVM: Sun46 proposed multi-view Laplacian SVMs for semi-supervised
learning under the multi-view scenario.

Here, we introduce some package tools, which was used in our experiments. For
small-scale datasets, LIBSVMc and SVM light d are employed. For large-scale datasets,
c http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/ cjlin/libsvm/.
d http://svmlight.joachims.org/.
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due to high computational load of LIBSVM and SVM light , e±cient LIBLINEAR,e
UniverSVMf and TSVMg are served as baselines instead. Since these methods involve
kernels, the width of RBF kernel is set from f2 2 ; . . . ; 2 2 g, where is the average
distance between instances from inductive SVM.2 We use UC  ¼ LC heuristic as
empirical study of Ref. 23 and set s of Symmetric Hinge loss at intervals of 0.1 from
1.0 to 0. The empirical value of regularization parameter log C 56 is selected from
f8; 6; . . . ; 0; 2g, and the regularization parameters 1 ; 2 are selected from the set
of f2 8 ; . . . ; 2 2 g by 10-fold cross-validation. All tests are conducted on a machine
equipped with a dual Xeon X5650 CPUs (6 cores each 2 hyper-threading) with 64 GB
of RAM and a 1 TB dedicated disk.
In our below experiments, data are partitioned into two parts: the training data
and the testing data. The training data is used for model estimation while the test
data is utilized to test the performance of our methods. When reporting the performance of two-view baselines on single view datasets, we use the di®erent regularizations or kernels .43 While reporting the performance of single-view methods on
hybrid view datasets, we concatenate the input feature vectors from each view to
form a large feature set. On each dataset, we perform a 10-fold cross-validation. The
experiments repeat for 30 times and report the accuracy performance. We use t-test
at 95% signi¯cance level to make pairwise comparison. It will be demonstrated in
Secs. 3 to 4 about the classi¯cation and standard deviation for running various
baselines and related semi-supervised multi-view learning methods.

5.3. Comparing with various baselines on small-scale datasets
In this section, we compare our method with baselines and a number of related stateof-the-art approaches on small-scale datasets. Following the experimental studies in
Tables 3–6, we observe that the proposed method shows the best performance among
all of the compared methods in terms of the di®erent number of labeled examples,
single-view and hybrid views on both the WebKB, BBC, BBCSport and Ads datasets. To be speci¯c, we conduct our experiments on WebKB dataset with 20 and 60
labeled examples and see that our method obtains a strong performance than other
methods. 92.1% and 93.7% of average classi¯cation accuracy can be achieved on
Hybrid views of WebKB dataset with 20 and 60 labeled examples, respectively. The
same trend is that our algorithm still achieves best performance on BBC and
BBCSport datasets with 10 labeled examples. It is not very surprising to see that
RTSVM-MV provides good performance since the robustness to the outliers and
noise. And we also achieve the best result on UCI Ads dataset with 20 labeled
examples, which the average classi¯cation accuracy is 92.6% on hybrid views.
e http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/cjlin/linlinear/.
f http://mloss.org/software/view/19/.
g http://www.kyb.tuebingen.mpg.de/bs/people/fabee/transduction.html.
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Table 3. Experimental results (mean  standard deviation) on the WebKB dataset. Results in
boldface are better than the others.
20 Labeled
Methods
SVM
SVM-2K
TSVM
TSVM-2V
CoLapSVM
CoMR
MvLapSVM
RTSVM-MV

60 Labeled

Page

Link

Hybrid

Page

Link

Hybrid

73.8  10.8
89.0  5.6
88.1  7.9
89.2  5.3
90.3  5.8
90.6  5.5
89.7  7.8
91.2  5.6

75.2  9.8
89.2  8.9
90.2  7.7
91.8  2.5
81.5  10.7
82.3  9.5
89.6  9.0
92.1  5.8

76.4  9.5
90.6  8.7
91.0  7.8
93.1  2.9
88.6  7.6
90.2  5.3
90.4  6.2
92.2  5.9

77.6  8.4
89.7  5.8
88.5  7.5
89.4  5.5
90.7  5.9
90.6  6.1
90.5  6.4
91.3  6.0

77.9  9.2
89.5  8.8
90.6  6.9
92.0  2.6
83.9  8.8
85.2  6.3
85.0  7.1
92.3  4.7

79.2  8.6
91.2  7.9
91.3  7.6
93.6  3.1
89.4  7.9
89.8  4.1
90.3  3.8
93.7  2.9

Table 4. Experimental results (mean  standard deviation) on the BBC dataset. Results in
boldface are better than the others.
BBC(10 Labeled)
Methods
SVM
SVM-2K
TSVM
TSVM-2V
CoLapSVM
CoMR
MvLapSVM
RTSVM-MV

BBCSport(10 Labeled)

View1

View2

View1+2

View1

View2

View1+2

69.2  3.9
69.8  4.1
73.2  5.5
73.7  4.9
77.4  3.2
77.8  3.3
80.2  2.6
83.0  1.7

66.9  4.3
67.3  4.5
68.0  3.3
68.6  3.5
75.2  4.8
75.5  4.9
77.3  3.9
80.6  4.2

78.3  3.5
79.2  3.6
78.1  3.9
78.6  4.2
83.2  2.9
84.0  3.0
85.2  3.2
88.1  2.9

75.2  3.4
76.0  3.5
75.8  5.7
76.3  5.8
74.6  3.5
75.2  3.7
81.3  1.7
83.8  2.0

70.2  2.5
71.1  1.9
66.5  3.4
67.2  3.8
70.9  2.5
72.3  2.6
79.2  1.8
82.4  2.3

81.3  3.7
82.4  4.2
79.2  3.6
80.0  3.5
81.7  3.6
83.0  2.8
85.1  2.4
87.5  3.8

Compared with SVM, the proposed RTSVM-MV method takes the advantage of
exploiting the unlabeled examples. While comparing with TSVMs, the proposed
RTSVM-MV method shows the role of margin distribution in generalization
performance of classi¯er and improves the performance of models on multi-view
datasets. Moreover, our proposed method shows superior to other semi-supervised
Table 5. Experimental results (mean  standard deviation) on
the Ads dataset. Results in boldface are better than the others.
UCI Ads(20 Labeled)
Method

Image URL

Destination URL

Hybrid

SVM
SVM-2K
TSVM
TSVM-2V
CoLapSVM
CoMR
MvLapSVM
RTSVM-MV

85.3  2.1
82.2  10.8
86.9  3.0
88.0  5.9
86.8  1.7
87.2  1.6
87.8  3.0
90.2  1.8

87.9  1.8
89.4  0.7
88.3  1.5
89.7  6.2
88.1  1.3
89.7  1.1
90.1  4.8
92.3  2.0

88.5  2.0
90.6  0.9
89.8  2.1
90.6  5.8
88.5  1.4
90.9  1.2
90.5  2.7
92.6  2.1
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Table 6. Experimental results (mean  standard deviation)
on the Ads dataset. Results in boldface are better than the
others.
UCI Ads(20 Labeled)
Method
SVM
SVM-2K
TSVM
TSVM-2V
CoLapSVM
CoMR
MvLapSVM
RTSVM-MV

Destination URL

Alt

Hybrid

88.3  1.8
90.6  1.0
89.5  1.4
90.7  1.5
88.6  1.3
90.8  0.9
89.6  1.5
91.4  0.7

86.7  1.2
86.9  1.1
87.3  0.9
85.9  1.7
88.0  0.6
88.4  1.0
88.2  1.1
88.6  1.2

89.0  1.7
90.8  1.2
90.2  1.8
90.1  2.0
89.8  1.7
90.1  1.9
90.3  1.6
91.8  0.9

multi-view methods, which indicates that RTSVM-MV could exploit large amount of
unlabeled examples and being robust to outliers and noise among di®erent views.
Therefore, the results of experimental study demonstrate that our proposed method
can help to improve classi¯cation accuracy in semi-supervised multi-view learning.
5.4. Comparing with various baselines on large-scale datasets
In this section, we compare our method with baselines and a few related state-ofthe-art approaches on large-scale datasets. We choose three two-view combinations (EDH+WT, EDH+Decaf and WT+Decaf) from three evaluated visual
features. To be speci¯c, we conduct our experiments on NUS-WIDE dataset with
1,000 labeled examples and see that our method obtains a strong performance
than other methods. We use the well-known evaluation metric, Mean Average
Precision (MAP), which has been widely used for information retrieval and
classi¯cation tasks. From experimental results in Table 7, it can be seen that our
method (RTSVM-MV) always performs better than SVM-2K, CoMR and
MvLapSVM. For di®erent multi-view settings, we also see that RTSVM-MV has
a good performance when using the views include Decaf, which means that it has
strong representative. 4.97%, 21.32% and 21.51% of MAP can be achieved on
Table 7. Experimental results (Mean Average Precision)
on the NUS-WIDE dataset. Results in boldface are better
than the others.
NUS-WIDE Dataset(1000 Labeled)
Method
SVM-2K
CoMR
MvLapSVM
RTSVM-MV

EDH+WT

EDH+Decaf

WT+Decaf

4.23%
4.31%
4.28%
4.97%

5.85%
12.28%
7.96%
21.32%

5.75%
13.68%
9.82%
21.51%
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three two-view combinations, respectively. For large-scale multi-view learning, it
is not very surprising to see that RTSVM-MV provides good performance since
the robustness to the outliers and noise. Therefore, the results of experimental
study demonstrate that our proposed method can help to improve classi¯cation
accuracy in semi-supervised multi-view learning.
5.5. Parameters sensitivity study
In this section, we study how hyperparameters C; C  ; s and number of labeled
training examples a®ect the performance of our proposed algorithm.
Impact of C values: We study the e®ect of parameter C with RTSVM-MV on
WebKB dataset. As empirical value from these works,25,56 which the regularization
parameter log C are selected from f8,6,4,2,0,2g. We observe that SVM-2K
costs much computation time, thus TSVM-2V as well as RTSVM-MV cost similar
time and much less than SVM-2K. Moreover, the general trend is that with the log C
increasing, the computation time decreases. The computation time with di®erent
log C values are reported in Fig. 2(a).
Impact of C  values: The hyperparameters C and C  of RTSVM-MV have the
same e®ect with TSVM, which are trading-o® margin size against misclassifying
training examples.20 Inspired by large-scale TSVM,23 we compare UC  ¼ LC under
s ¼ 0 for RTSVM-MV and a small value C  that approximates the value C slowly
until it reaches C  ¼ C. Following the experimental results in Fig. 2(b), the performance of using heuristic UC  ¼ LC is better than using C  ¼ C via increasing the
number of unlabeled examples on BBC dataset.
Impact of s values: The Symmetric Hinge loss plays an important role in our
method. We study the impact of hyperparameter s by varying from f1,0.8,0.6,
0.4,0.2,0g. These observations highlight the importance of the parameter s of the
loss function by showing the best test error over di®erent choices of s on Ads dataset.
Following the experimental results in Fig. 2(c), it shows that increasing s values of
RTSVM-MV will result in decreased testing error and remain steady.
Impact of di®erent number of labeled training examples: To study the
e®ect of di®erent number of labeled training examples, we set the number of labeled
training examples to f500,750,1000,. . .,2000,2250,2500g on NUS-WIDE dataset and
measure the MAP performance for each set of training examples. We observe that
with increasing the labeled training examples, the performance of RTSVM-MV
undergo an increasing trend. The results are shown in Fig. 2(d).
5.6. Convergence study
In this section, we experimentally validate its convergence and study the speed of
convergence of RTSVM-MV. It is our advantage that it could reach convergence of
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algorithm only after a small amount of iterations. We note that with increasing the
number of iterations, the value of objective function and test error remains steady.
The convergence rate on BBC dataset is shown in Fig. 3. Following the experiments,
which show that the optimization algorithm is e®ective and converges quickly.

6. Conclusion
This paper presents a novel semi-supervised multi-view method. We introduce the
margin distribution that is the ¯rst-order (margin mean) and second-order statistics
(margin variance) into transductive support vector machines (TSVMs). It tries to
achieve strong generalization performance by maximizing the margin mean and
minimizing the margin variance simultaneously, which is robust to the outliers and
noise. RTSVMs trained from di®erent views that they always retain a maximum
consensus on their predictions and the structure learned from each view can reinforce
one another. Our method is based on transduction that it is able to make better
predictions with fewer labeled examples. The experimental study on benchmark
and UCI datasets shows that the proposed method is superior to the previous semisupervised multi-view learning methods. Besides, our algorithm runs with good
convergence. Moreover, it is able to address the complexity conditions by using
kernel methods. Finally, it will be practical to generalize this algorithm to real
applications in future.
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Appendix A. Proof of Theorem 1
Proof. w  can be decomposed into a part that lives in the span of ðxi Þ and an
orthogonal part, i.e.,
w¼

l
X

i ðxi Þ

þ ² ¼ X® þ ²;

i¼1
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where ² satisfies ðxk Þ þ ² ¼ 0 for all k, so, X T ² ¼ 0, thus,
X T w ¼ X T ðX T ® þ ²Þ ¼ X T X®:

ðA:2Þ

Similarly, we can derive
w T w ¼ ðX T ® þ ²Þ T ðX T ® þ ²Þ ¼ ® T X T X® þ ® T ®  ® T X T X®;

ðA:3Þ

only if the equation is equal, which means ² ¼ 0. Hence, the problem of Eq. (19)
admits a representation of the form Eq. (22) with w  .
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